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Who defined Economics as follow:

“Economics is a study of mankind in the ordinary business of life.”

Adam Smith Alfred Marshall Lipsey Richard Silk Leonard
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1. 2. 3. 4.

There are several alternatives to this problem.

choices solutions answers results

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The dominant problem of the 1930s was the massive unemployment of workers and resources

known as the ………

Great Depression Big Inflation

Recession Consumption
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1. 2.

3. 4.

When we evaluate a job, we must consider the salary as well as ….

the opportunities the benefits

the accessories the conditions
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1. 2.

3. 4.

Specialization in a distinctive craft or …...............… is as old as civilization.

profitable professionally professional profession
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Medium of exchange, store of value, unit of account, and standard of deferred payment are

functions of………

asset money economics economist
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Dollars and cents while quoted as the medium of prices are called........

assets the money unit stores of value credits

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Unemployment….............…. is a program to protect workers against complete loss of earnings in

the event of unemployment.

insurable insurred insurrance insure

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is not among the functions of macroeconomics?

behavior of the economy as a whole

the rates of inflation and unemployment

the market for goods as a whole

the determination of prices in particular markets
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1.

2.

3.

4.

The value of all goods and services produced in the economy in a given time period (quarter or

year) is called………

Gross National product Nominal dollar

Net National Product Constant dollar

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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If I pay all my………, I will have no money left for my expenses.

budget capital credits debts

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Two broad classes of policies with which to affect the economy are……..............… policies.

income & expense Monetary & Fiscal

increase & decrease demand & supply

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The statement that x + 2y = 7 is a(n)............………..

addition subtraction equation division
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Workers engaged in certain employments which are essentially manual in nature are called blue

collars.

workers wearing blue collars

the skilled or trained labor force of the office

the neatly-dressed labor doing skilled manual work

work force in the skilled or semiskilled manual labor
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Usually in most countries, if the farmers are not given subsidy by the government, they can not

stand on their own.

taxes business pay to government grants or assistance

substitution of money loans and transfers of income
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1. 2.

3. 4.

It is easy ……………. the meaning of a word once you know the context.

determiner to determine determined determination

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Every month, Mrs. Kelly ………….. up all her bills before she pays them.

adds additional addition additionally

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A large sum has been allocated for buying new books for the library.

taken produced given refused

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many of the world’s most compelling problems are economic.

devoted strong falling racial

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The company can refuse …....……. a property that does not have window locks.

insures insurance insured to insure

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Crude oil is the world’s most important commodity.

service allocation product society

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Auction is a public event at which things are sold to the person who offers the most money for

them.
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When workers are inherently more risk averse, they are willing to pay the premiums to the firm.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

It is not possible to say a priori that a policy which results in people working less is necessarily an

undesirable policy.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

In relation to unemployment, it is necessary to explain job turnover.
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1. 2.

3. 4.

Deflating the value of the dollar means more currency is needed to acquire goods.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

As the economic recession continued, many firms were forced into insolvency.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Our expenses should be reasonably related to our income.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The value of the flour, sugar, baking powder used in baking a cake is not included in GNP since

they are intermediate goods.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

  When the stabilization policy is unsuccessfull, the fluctuations of the economy may become

sharper.
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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